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What is undergraduate macroeconomics for?

• Tiny minority go into research macroeconomics

• Most – even e.g. in the Government Economic Service – do
not go on to use macroeconomic modelling in their job

• Some use it as background knowledge e.g. in financial sector,
civil service, private non-financial sector, think-tanks, NGOs

• To develop analytical thinking; the insights from simple
models such as the paradox of thrift

• Educating citizens – crisis & Eurozone crisis in particular have
increased demand for access to understanding economics

• Economics undergraduates should be well-educated in this
sense and be able to communicate with non-economists
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Mainstream teaching of macro (undergraduate)

• Diagnosis of shortcomings (e.g. background papers for GES-
BoE conference in February 2012; INET curriculum review)
– Over-emphasis on well-functioning markets

– Ignores real-world context, including history & data

– Intolerant of heterodox approaches

• Proposals for reform
– Economic history including very recent & data

– History of thought

– Openness to insights from alternative traditions & methodologies (e.g.
ABM)



Has the content changed since the crisis?

Gärtner et al. (2011) survey of 768 undergraduate economics
instructors in US and Europe conducted in December 2010 (34%
response rate)

– Some version of AD/AS is virtually universal

– Some elements of RBC, NKPC taught in 70-75% mandatory macro courses

• Changes post-crisis
– More on public debt dynamics

– Biggest US-Europe difference: in US, coverage of banks & financial
institutions much more prevalent than in Europe

– Greater tendency in Europe to say bank-finance-crisis related topics did
not belong in macro course

– Increased emphasis on economic history & case studies

• How to fit all this in to an already crowded curriculum?



• Teach a standard set of models (e.g. IS/LM; AD/AS or 3-equation model);
Mundell Fleming; simple RBC; NKPC; models of unemployment;
Dornbusch overshooting)

• Teach a set of policy topics

– Monetary: including inflation targeting & Taylor Rules, rules vs. discretion, QE

– Fiscal: including debt dynamics, deficit bias, fiscal consolidation

• Give some illustrative examples of how the different models can be
applied to help explain historical events; policy regimes; effects of policy
changes

• Provide a descriptive account of the credit crunch & great recession

• Mention that the suite of standard models was inadequate in relation to
the crisis, suggest alternative models (e.g. financial accelerator) and
approaches (complexity, networks, etc.)

Common response in intermediate macro textbooks &
courses



A different response to the challenge: Carlin-Soskice 2013

• Try to build a single integrated model that is fit for purpose

• Write textbooks
– CS 1990 Macroeconomics and the Wage Bargain introduced graphical WS & PS / PC

model; emphasis on wage-bargaining and supply shocks and how to understand the
stagflation of the 1970s and 1980s

– CS 2006 Macroeconomics: Imperfections, Institutions and Policy introduced graphical 3-
equation model (IS-PC-MR); emphasis on how the inflation-targeting regimes introduced
in 1990s work

– CS 2013 Macroeconomics and the Financial System introduces the financial sector into
the model and shows how it can be integrated in the 3-equation macro-model



What is different about what we are doing from standard macro
texts / courses?

• The big difference:
– A unified model / framework is used to explain how the economy works in good times

as well as in bad times

– Different models do not need to be introduced to deal with ‘pathologies’ of high
unemployment or stagflation or depression or asset price bubbles

– The general case in the model is that the economy is not self-stabilizing – a policy-maker
is required; when it is stable as defined by the constant inflation equilibrium, there is
involuntary unemployment, and financial instability can arise

– Using this framework, students can understand the major business cycle events of the
past century and see how new economic theories and policy regimes have evolved in
response to these events, i.e. economic history and history of thought and policy are
integrated with the core model-building

– The role of important cross-country differences in institutions in affecting the way the
macro-economy works is integral to the model-building



What is different about what we are doing from standard macro
texts / courses?

• Strategic decisions about the salient characteristics of economies we wish
to understand influence the core characteristics of the model

– Explicit modelling of the policy-maker’s objectives and constraints they face

– Imperfect competition in the goods market – demand shocks matter (prices do not
change to stabilize the economy)

– There are credit-constrained and unconstrained households and firms – demand shocks
are amplified via the multiplier

– Incomplete contracts and unions in the labour market – there is involuntary
unemployment at the constant inflation equilibrium

– Inflation inertia – shocks have persistent effects

– Non-Ricardian fiscal policy – tax and deficit-financed spending have different effects;
debt matters

– Uncertainty in the economic environment and lags in the effect of policy; hence the
importance of forecasting and modelling expectations



What is different about what we are doing from standard macro
texts / courses?

• What students can do with the model
– Analyze demand shocks, supply-side shocks, inflation shocks along with the stabilizing

response of the policy-maker

– See that when the economy is away from the zero nominal bound, monetary policy is
the more attractive choice for stabilization than fiscal policy; that at the ZNB,
unorthodox monetary policy and fiscal policy are used & why they may or may not work

– Use the same model for the open economy (new in 2013 book); see how the forex
market interacts with the central bank in forecasting effects of shocks; they jointly
determine the stabilizing mix of interest rate and exchange rate responses

– Use the same model (extended to 2-blocs) to see how global imbalances are consistent
with successful inflation targeting in 2 blocs

– Use the same model to analyze the benign neglect of stabilization policy at the national
level by Eurozone member countries and its role in the sovereign debt crisis



What is different about what we are doing from standard macro
texts / courses?

• How to include the financial sector (new in the 2013 book)

– First step – get commercial banks into the 3-equation model

– Second step – introduce highly leveraged financial institutions into the 3-equation
model (in the spirit of Shin and Geanakoplos)

– Third step – model the consequences of a balance sheet recession that follows a
financial crisis (in the spirit of Krugman and Eggertsson)

– Fourth step – look at implications for monetary and financial stability policy



What is different about what we are doing from standard macro
texts / courses?

• Step 1 – getting the banking system into the 3-equation model
– Private sector: distinguish between borrowers and savers; savers hold deposits, bank

shares and government bonds

– Banks (competitive or monopolistic):

• create commercial bank money and maximize expected return from risky lending

• to fund lending, they must borrow from the money market via the central bank

• central bank’s policy rate affects funding costs, which gives it a way of determining
the lending rate (given the riskiness of loans , the banks’ risk tolerance, and their
capacity to absorb risk) so as to choose its optimal response on the MR curve
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The 3-equation model without the banking system
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model



What is different about what we are doing from standard macro
texts / courses?

• How to include the financial sector (new in the 2013 book)
– First step – get commercial banks into the 3-equation model

– Second step – introduce highly leveraged financial institutions into the 3-equation model

– Third step – model the consequences of a balance sheet recession that follows a
financial crisis (in spirit of Krugman and Eggertsson)

– Fourth step – look at implications for monetary and financial stability policy



What is different about what we are doing from standard macro
texts / courses?

• Step 2 – introduce highly leveraged financial institutions into the 3-
equation model (in spirit of Shin and Geanakoplos)

– Now, savers can also hold risky assets as well

– Banks – commercial banks as before (risk-averse)

– Now, HLFIs – risk-neutral and maximize value at risk

– Risky assets on commercial bank balance sheets are now tradeable & take on a life of
their own separate from the ‘real economy’, which is being managed by the central bank

– When risk falls (e.g. Minsky or financial innovation), the price of the risky asset rises and
key question is what happens to the capital gains? Savers invest them in safe asset; HLFIs
increase their demand for risky assets leverage cycle

– Simple base-line case is when real economy remains at equilibrium unemployment with
constant inflation throughout (all is well in the 3-equation model); show that when risk
goes back to initial level, HLFIs can be wiped out

Tools: T-balance sheets; simple formalization of the leverage cycle; plus numerical
examples No time for Steps 3 or 4 …



Conclusions

• There are signs that the expectations and needs of students
are changing

• It’s a great time to work on creating a curriculum that is fit for
purpose


